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Local News and Issues Programming 

A Better Life – Friday 6:30 PM CST 
 
Air Date Episode  News & Issues 
 
04/05/13 18  For the first segment, Dr. Lucas Fry invited Maxine Giles  

of Giles Real Estate to discuss how to qualify for buying 
a home, hindrances to doing so, and the housing 
market in Baker, LA. In the second segment, Henry 
Sanders Jr., Ph. D., of Elyne Hunt Correctional Center 
explained how they are rehabilitating criminals so they 
can successfully enter the workforce.  For the final 
segment, Freddi Patterson, founder of God’s Daily 
Bread Outreach Center, Inc., talked about how they 
daily feed and assist the homeless of Baton Rouge.   

 
04/12/13 19  In the first segment, Dr. Lucas Fry talked with Paul M.  

Aubert about Passing the Flag, a patriotic motorcycle 
ride. For the second segment, Reginal Patterson shared 
about car care and detailing, available through his 
company It’s Reaping Time. Finally, Capt. Mark Adams 
of Baker Fire Department demonstrated CPR 
procedures.  

 
04/19/13 20  Dr. Lucas Fry talked in the first segment about  

homeschooling with Council Woman Joyce Burges. In 
the second segment, financial consultant Ron Checki 
discussed life insurance and protecting your family and 
assets in the event of a death. For the third segment, 
Jordan Bridges announced his website, Tasty25.com, 
where people can find easy, healthy 25 minute recipes.  

 
04/26/13 21   In the first segment, Dr. Lucas Fry invited Frank Oby of  

Frank O’s Pest Control to teach about protecting 
homes from ants, termites, and other pests. The last 2 
segments featured Shannon LeBlanc of Paradise 
Vacation Escapes who highlighted possible trips for 
couples to take so they can escape from everyday life 
and connect with each other.  

 
05/03/13 22  For the first 2 segments, Dr. Lucas Fry hosted Mike Brown  
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of Amen Motorcycles. Mike described many of his 
custom bike designs and his journey of acquiring a 
private pilot’s license. Finally, Director of Services Dana 
Territo explained how Alzheimer’s and Dementia 
patients can have a social, purposeful day at Charlie’s 
Place and how patient’s families can acquire a Home 
Kit to help them interact with their affected family 
members. 

 
05/10/13 23  For all 3 segments, Dr. Lucas Fry invited Danny LeBlanc  

of EZY Baths to discuss safe bathing for aging people., 
By providing walk-in bathtubs, LeBlanc explained how 
his business seeks to meet the needs he continually 
encountered by as a former hospice chaplain  
 

05/17/13 24  For the first 2 segments, Dr. Lucas Fry hosted James  
Windom of Capital Area Re-Entry Coalition, which trains 
and connects former inmates to employers. Finally, 
Mark Lubbock with Gulf South Men explained their 
purpose of discipling men—the greatest influencers of 
the home and society. His ministry hosts Iron Sharpening 
Iron conferences to equip men in local churches 
around the nation. 

 
05/31/13 25  To open the program, Dr. Lucas Fry discussed buying a  

car and getting approved for a loan with Curtis 
Stewart, Jr., of Crown Auto Sales. Next, Stephanie 
Brasher of Gulf Coast Social Services shared about how 
they can provide support and full services for veterans, 
the elderly, and special needs individuals. Closing the 
program, Jim Milazzo of Safe Towing, Inc. spoke of his 
safe, award-winning tow package that provides 
complete control.  

 
06/07/13 26  Dr. Lucas Fry opened the show by talking with Kathy  

Ferguson about her business and by soliciting her 
financial advice for the viewers. The final 2 segments 
featured Sean Simone who discussed the self-defense 
concept behind the Yellow Jacket iPhone Case and 
the history of his company.  

 
06/14/13 27  To begin the show, Dr. Lucas Fry invited George Robert  
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Coates to discuss his book The Green Phantasm and his 
inspiration for writing it. Next, Jennifer Thomas talked 
about her law firm Kean Miller LLP and its focus. In the 
final segment, Thomas discussed the new health care 
bill.  
 

Baker Forward – Thursday 6:30 PM CST 
 

Air Date Episode  News & Issues 
 
03/28/13 18  Chief of Police Mike “Snapper” Knaps introduced  

Bishop Ricky Sinclair of Miracle Place Church. For all 3 
segments, they discussed the church’s contributions to 
the Baker community, including All the Way House, a 9 
month substance abuse program.  

 
04/04/13 19  In the first segment, Mayor Harold Rideau talked to City  

Councilman Robert Young about improving the safety 
of Baker residents in the event of a hurricane. City 
Attorney Ken Fabre discussed traffic citations and 
misdemeanors in the second segment. Finally, State 
Representative Dalton Honore reviewed the financial 
deficit and progress of the city. 

 
04/11/13 20  Baker Fire Chief Danny Edwards spoke with Betty  

Weber, Greater Baton Rouge Food Bank Coordinator, 
about their services to the needy and homeless of 11 
zip codes. For the remaining 2 segments, Public 
Information Officer Howard Ward discussed installing 
smoke detectors, local Baker events, and what it takes 
to become a firefighter. 

 
04/18/13 21   Baker Chamber of Commerce President Bert Carson  

talked with Rany Olsen, CEO of Lane Medical Center, 
for all 3 segments. They discussed the hospital’s history, 
service area growth, new radiation oncology and full-
service cancer treatment center, and the Lane 
Foundation.  

 
04/25/13 22  In the first 2 segments, Mayor Harold Rideau discussed  

the growth of Lane Medical Center with CEO Randy 
Olsen. He talked about their growth in the following 
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areas: cardiology, wound care, behavioral health, 
obstetrics, orthopedics, and most recently, radiation 
oncology. For the final segment, District 5 Councilman 
John Given talked with the mayor about recruiting 
businesses to Baker, road construction, and education. 

 
05/02/13 23  For the entire show, Chief of Police Mike “Snapper”  

Knaps hosted Captain Glenn Daniel, Supervisor of the 
Special Service Division. Daniel discussed receiving 
traffic warnings/citations, filing a complaint against an 
officer, participating in neighborhood watch, and 
obtaining grants.  

 
05/09/13 24  In the first segment, Public Information Officer Howard  

Ward spoke of Baker Fire Department’s recent 
participation in the 2013 FDIC Training Convention and 
their Fire Safety Mobile Trailer for firefighter training. For 
the last 2 segments, Ward and Captain Woody 
Wascom discussed new technology and its benefits to 
firefighters’ effectiveness.  
 

05/23/13 25   Chief of Police Mike “Snapper” Knaps talked to parents  
and guardians about summer activities and safety for 
children, like bicycle riding and wearing sunscreen.  

 
05/30/13 26  For the first segment, Mayor Harold Rideau hosted City 

Prosecutor Christopher Dassau who discussed the pre-
trial diversion program. In the second segment, Baker 
Councilman Pete Heine talked about the gas 
improvement project. Finally, Baker Rotary Club 
President Ginger Vann explained how to become a 
Rotarian and the community contributions of club.  
 

06/06/13 27  Baker Fire Chief Danny Edwards began by speaking to  
Lynda Vince, Founder & CEO of Special Risk Insurance 
Company. In the final 2 segments, Public Information 
Office Howard Ward discussed safety during the 
summer: swimming, the leading cause of childhood 
death; grilling; fireworks; hurricanes; and lightning.  
 

06/21/13 28  For the first segment, Mayor Harold Rideau talked to  
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District 5 School Board Member Doris Alexander about 
current school board events. Next, Rev. Marvin Moore 
spoke about his church’s current events. In the final 
segment, Cedric Marshal discussed his hobby of drag 
racing and what he does as a father. 	  
	  


